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The Aftermath of Isabel
Liz Richards
V.dilor-in-Chitf

Only days after Hurricane Isabel
hit the eastern seaboard, and left
a number of Virginians without
power, tornados touched down
over the Richmond area.
Residents, some still without
power, were woken by pre-dawn
tornados with winds as high as
112 mph, stronger than those of
Isabel.
The wind and rain left behind
even more flooded roadways,
damaged homes and uprooted
trees.
Tornados touched down in
Nottoway, then moved towards
Richmond and then northeast
into Maryland.
Another tornado that began
in King William County also
touched down in King and

Queen counties southeast of
Hampton Roads.
Six areas were hit although
there's no report on how many
individual tornados caused the
damage.
According to the National
Weather Center, one spotted near
a middle school in Chesterfield
County left a path 3 miles long
and 200 yards wide.
According to The Richmond
Times Dispatch, damage costs have
risen to $500 million, becoming
Virginia's most expensive natural
disaster.
A number of residents went
without power after Tuesday's
tornados, raising the total number of those without power to
600,000.

Flag Football tournament btgoo
Thursday, September 2ilb.
This Intramural sport Is offend erery
fall though campus natation.
Any student can participate as long
as they con get enough people jor a
team and pay an entryJee.
Winners of the championship gome
ore awarded with t-shlrts.
The games take place on lletjleld.
To check on the schedule, go to:

See AFTERMATH p 4

Margaret Gibson Reads at Longwood.
Shawn Garrett
Guest Writer

"Voices, voices. Listen my heart
as only saints have listened..." So
began the first reading of the
2003-2004 Author's Series, a
chain of celebrated prose and
poetry writers who came to
I^ongwood to give readings from
their selected works.
The readings, in the same vein
as a piano recital or gallery exhibition, grant the work of the author
the intended narrative voice, and
thus an incredibly enriching and
often moving experience for the
audience.
Last night's reading was given
by renowned poet Margaret
Gibson. Gibson is the author of
seven collections of poetry
including Icon and Evidence (2001);
Earth Elegy, New and Selected Poems
(1997); The Vigil, A Poem in Four
Voicer, Out in the Open (1989);
Memories of the Future, The
Daybooks of Tina Modotti; Long
Walks in the Afternoon; and Signs
(1979).
Gibson, dressed in a kneelength kimono, seemed to glide
across the stage following an
introduction by Author Series

head Dr. Craig Challender. Dr.
Challender read from Mrs.
Gibson's work before giving
about 35 Longwood faculty and
students, as well as a handful of
local residents, a brief personal
history of the poet, including her
local ties.
Gibson has degrees from two
Virginia colleges, Hollins College
and the University of Virginia;
her mother was a Longwood
graduate of the class of 1928;
and her sister, who was present at
the reading, is a resident of
Farmville.
The readings moved between
the sorrow of a besieged South
American village, and the novelty
and fancy of a bird trapped in the
poet's living room, determined to
escape through a single closed
window though all the others
were wide open.
Discussions in her poems
touched on other scenes such as
the Hail Bopp comet, love affairs
with trees and fellow poets or the
personification of a beloved field
in "Episde to the Field."
Notably among the attending
faculty was Dean Cordle and a

See POET p.5
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The Fearsome Foursome Returns
Leslie Smith
News btlitor
Walter Gray, Amy Whipple,
Natasha Caballero, and Jessica
Smith
were
Wednesday's
"Fearsome Foursome," with Sarah
Rogers and Jenn Dize mediating.
Rogers and Dize gave a few statistics before starting the forum,
including: "92% of gay men and
women have suffered through
verbal attacks and 40% through
physical," Rogers said. Dize says,
"In 1974, homosexuality was considered a psychological disease."
Jessica Smith started off the
discussion, saying that she is a
senior, and has been a vegetarian
since 8th grade, which was a characteristic according to the movie
But I'm a Cheerleader.
She admits to being a "girly
girl" as a child, with a bubblegum
pink bedroom.
Smith flirted with the boys, and
did her eirlfriends' hair for prom

Smith confessed to her friend
and dances. She grew up with a
liberal nonreligious background, one night, and found out that she
and her mom was pretty open was having feelings for Smith also.
They started going out not long
about sex.
Smith knew from high school afterwards.
When Smith decided to come
that she had similar feelings for
out
to her friends and family, she
girls as she did for guys, but she
never thought that it might be did it slowly. She gained the
acceptance of her friends, and
abnormal.
Then, when she was accepted over winter break, she came out to
to Sweet Briar College, she found her mother.
At first, her mom was okay with
out that her roommate was-a lesit,
not saying much, and they both
bian. Smith was unaffected by the
cried.
Then, a while later, her mom
news, though her parents, surprisingly, were uncomfortable with became depressed and aggravated,
the idea, and told her that getting acting out violendy toward both
a different roommate might be a Smith and herself.
The moment that Smith
better idea.
Smith stuck with her though, remembers the most is that one
and found quickly that she was a morning, a while after she had
come out, her mother entered her
polar opposite to her roommate.
But, after a while, they talked room, sat on her bed, and said, "If
more and they became fast I kill myself today, it's your fault."
friends. Eventually, Smith started
to have feelings for her, and
See FOURSOME p.5
became very confused.
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ds From the Editor
So,
what
did you do
during
Hurricane
Isabel?
Me, I sat
in
my
house with
my roommates and watched lots of
movies, all while consuming lots
and lots of calories.
I sat on my butt Thursday, and
did absolutely nothing. In the
midst of my boredom, I began to
think about what my other
friends were doing, particularly
those from high school.
Some have gone onto college
to become athletes, talented
singers, painters, etc.
A few are spread across the
I'nited States in random states,

most along the east coast, and I
couldn't help but wonder if they
were doing the same, nonproductive things that I was.
It's strange, the things you
think about when you're in a state
of total boredom.
What's funny is how different
my friends are from one another,
but we all want the same thing,
success.
Ask anyone what their definition of success is, and you'll get
many different answers. Is it graduating from Longwood? Landing
our dream job? Starting a family?
Everyone has their own definition of success.
I have a friend that I went to
high school with, and when we
both graduated together she went
to New York City and I came
here.
She landed a job with MTV,
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and now has a show on the WB.
I would say she's pretty successful. In fact, if that were me, I
would be happy living in New
York City!
I received an email from her,
and she was really excited about
everything that was going on in
her life, but more than anything
she couldn't wait to get married.
To her, being married is it. So
while the rest of my friends and I
are all envious of her rock-star
status, we are simply trying to
make it to our 8 a.m. classes!
Me, I'm waiting to graduate,
just like a lot of us, and hoping to
make a life for myself after
I j ugwood.

Want to write for

7Ac RotnhA*
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7:50 pM
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Letter to the Editor: There is Glass in Mij Pizza
Dear Editor!
No < me is more excited than I at
the fact that I-ongwood gave stu
dents an extra $50 on their cafe
cards per semester this year.
Along with other students I now
can splurge a little more on good
wholesome fast food and not have
to worry about running out of
money before October even
comes.
This has been a welcome addition to my college experience, but
eating glass Thursday, Septembcf
11 th was not.
After an ordinary day, one of
many here at Longwood, I went
out to Bene Pizza around 11 p.m.

with a couple of friends with an
intense hunger that only the cafe
could satisfy.
I walked into the dimly lit, newlydecorated cafe, and proceeded to
deliberate upon which side 1 wanted to get food, and that is where I
made my fateful decision. I headed
for Bene Pizza, craving a slice of
cheese pizza.
I stepped in line and waited
patiendy to place my order, and
made my second fateful decision, in
' which I decided to sprinkle parmesan cheese and oregano onto my
slice of pizza, a decision I usually
say no to.
Little did I know that the

oregano container had been
chipped, small enough that no one
noticed and big enough so that
when I took my first bite I realized
very quickly I was biting something
other than cheese pizza. Enraged, 1
suppressed the urge to call a lawyer,
and instead reported the incident.
Obviously, I did not die, and in
fact as far as 1 can tell no permanent damage was done. Bene Pizza
did contact me and give me a certificate for a free large pizza. And
while I will be checking to make
sure no glass makes it onto my
pizza, word to the wise, check
before you shake.
~ Susan South

To the Directors of Student Leadership and the Greek Communitu
Dear Editor:
I have a few questions for you
regarding the sudden change of
plans with Fraternity and Sorority
Recruitment.
I've heard a lot of rumors surrounding your lack of faith in the
Greek Community. I've heard that
your directors teamed up on this
decision to practically force us to
participate in Citizen Leader Day
(an all day event this Saturday), and
Walk has been pushed back (from
Friday night to Saturday night)
because you think those who signed
up for Citizen Leader Day wouldn't
go, or would show up hung over?
This, I have a few problems with.
First of all, Greeks are not the only

ones to go out and party on the last time I'll ever go.
weekends. I guarantee you that there
Sure there are Greeks that go, but
will be other "independents" at they are spread few and far between,
Citizen leader Day that went out that is... unless they are forced to go.
the night before.
If you can honesdy tell me that
And besides, students aren't Greeks make up more than half of
going to call it a night at 10 p.m. this those that attend Citizen Leader
Friday just because they know they Day, then I'll retract this entire arguhave to get up early the next morn- ment, but I know that I'm right
ing.
when I say that there are very few
Hello?! We stay up until 2 a.m. Greeks that attend.
during the week, and then go to our
My third and final argument is
8 a.m. classes the next morning!
this: since Walk has been moved to
What makes you think students Saturday, do you really think Greeks
are going to stay in on a Friday will go to Citizen Leader Day? Or
night? My second point is that there will you (please) face the reality that
are not a whole lot of Greeks that they will be hanging out with their
participate in Citizen Leader Day. I Fraternity or Sorority.
went as a freshman, and that was the See GREEK p. 4
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props and drops
»»

're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

Props:
+ Ugly people on TV
+Alicia Silverstone

The/"ActixUt" Uyyour outlet{orbatdU^yycialiAy'uitUze/and/^Un^^\atiU£hi ThUvU/your
your chance/ to- do- yomethiru^ about yocietal eviU-, irntead/ ofjutt whining about the*vu Soipeak/ up and/ act up. Because-, if you!re- not mad/, you!re> not paying- attention* Email
ActiMtitidea* to- rotunda@longwood/.edui

+Benny and Joon

Place Blame Where it Belongs

Drops:

+ Being proposed to and getting married
+ Ending sentences with prepositions also
+ Romantic kisses in the moonlight

- To having electricity on campus after the storm.
- To broken air conditioners

Anthony Sinecoff
Guest Writer
Shame was brought upon
Ix>ngwood University during the
Life and Libert)- Ministries antiabortion rally held earlier this
month. This [was the subject of
last week's activist), according to
an anonymous writer, whose titled
story proclaimed: "students are
educated, protesters are not."
In fact, extremism was evident
on both sides of the issue, and fair
and open discourse was lacking,
not just on the part of protesters.
The writer suggests that the
town of Farmville and Longwood
University itself should, along
with students; share in the shame
of inciting such "ignorance" right
here in our back yard.
Should
Longwood
feel
ashamed for allowing a group to
exercise their constitutional
rights?
Should
Longwood
feel
ashamed for allowing a group to
protest on campus?
The writer incorrectly labeled
Longwood as private property. It
is anything but. While there were
areas the protesters could not
enter into, Longwood is a public
university, and as such provides
venues for constitutionally protected freedoms.
Is it more or less just to prevent
freedom of speech and expression even if one ardendy disagrees with the precepts of the
message?
Shame wasn't just heaved upon
our institution but it was also for
you, the fellow students, who
"incited" a fundamentalist group
and thereby provided the very
attention that should have been
avoided at all costs.
In speaking of this action the
writer states, "Instead, we did
exacdy what they wanted us to do.
Get angry, upset, and do things
such as spit on them." What is
most surprising about this state-

ment is the fact that the regret is
not relegated to the terrible acts
aforementioned but the fact that
the protestors: "got what they
wanted."
If such acts actually took
place, chastisement should be
applied to the merits thereof
instead of worrying about the
"evil desires" of protesters being
satisfied.
Acts such as spitting on a protestor are shameful in and of
themselves because they are disgusting acts, not because a protestor may get attention for
them.
The writer goes on to
describe the ringleader as an
"inbred redneck that hated
women, homosexuals and pretty
much anyone else that disagreed
with him."
If the protestors paint with a
broad stroke, this anonymous
writer seems to be coloring with
crayons, outside the lines.
Remarks such as these seem
only to propagate the retaliatory
gestures that the writer is so
concerned about and is accusing
the students of.
Is it more or less educated to
resort to name-calling such as
this? Just because someone may
"thump" a bible doesn't let one
off the hook from formulating
an intelligent argument against
him or her.
Just because they quote scripture doesn't mean one automatically rise above the merits of any
argument Making such broad
and generic statements not only
harms the counter protest but
also taints any semblance of
intellectual honesty.
What was shocking was the
blatant double standard that was
applied to the protestors. In one
instance a student demanded the
exact number of college girls
that had abortions, a clearly
vague question with many
dynamics.

When, in the spirit of open
debate and discourse, the protestor
responded with an unfavorable
answer the student yelled to the
crowd in an attempt to sway opinion: "This man is trying to preach
to us about abortion and he doesn't
even know the number of students
that have abortions!"
To any objective observer such a
standard is absurd and would not
be applied to someone purporting
to be pro-choice.
The protestors brought up interesting points when one of them
said to a student: "I'm surprised
that you are more upset with the
picture than the act it represents."
What this anonymous writer saw as
a disgusting poster is an act that, in
reality, occurs very often, whether
you are for or against it, and the
viewing of such media should be
taken with a grain of salt if he/she
indeed adheres to a pro-choice
agenda.
Indeed, many students did go
about their business on that tumultuous day without bothering to
notice what was happening behind
the Student Union building - these
students were apparently either too
busy or confident enough in their
belief that they didn't feel a need to
argue their point ad naseum.
Other students talked with the
protestors and respectfully shared
their views on the issue and respect
was given in return.
Instead of suggesting that the
source of our problems is a group
that was given a chance to demonstrate in the public forum, we
should admire the freedom we have
to exchange such ideas, even
though we may disagree with them
or the methods used.
Shame should be reserved for
the actual atrocities mentioned and
a more introspective approach
should be taken before critiques
and the fire and brimstone of
shame are cast down upon our fellow students.

- Making soldiers pay for their hospital food.
- People that don't shower and come to class all funky
- Water Damage
- Tornados

Speak Out
Wnere were you
during Hurricane Isatel?

"Driving to Charlotte, NC for
my step-brother's wedding."
—Brooke Lineberry, Sophomore

"I was at home in Colonial
Heights and we lost power. It was
fun for awhile playing cards in the
dark by candle light."
—Stephanie Gattis, Sopbomort

"I was working as an RA (on second Frazier). We had flooding on
the hall. We had to distribute food
and flashlights, answer questions,
and enforce the lock down."
-Bethany Rababy, Sophomore

"I drove back to Northern
Virginia to be with my
mommy. We were the only
ones that had power."
-Whitney Mercer, Sopbomort

News
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New Federal Reserve Bank President Speaks
Li! I'M, Relations

J. Alfred Broaddus Jr., president
of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond, will speak Tuesday,
September 30, at 7 p.m. in
1-ongwood University*! Hiner
Auditorium on "The F.conomy:
Where's it Headed and When?"
He is the first speaker in the
2003-2004
Executive-inResidence series bv the College
of Business & Economics,
which brings corporate leaders
to campus.
The series is made possible
through support from SunTrust
and Philip Morris. A Richmond
native and an economist,
Broaddus has worked at the
Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond, one of 12 banks in
the Federal Reserve system since
1970 and has been president
since 1993.
Additionally he is a member
of the Federal Open Market
Committee, which manages the
nation's money supply to help
the economy achieve sustainable
growth and is the Fed's chief

monetary policy-making body.
"I've been at the Fed for more
than 32 years and have had the
privilege of either advising monitarv policy makers or being a
policy-maker myself throughout
my career," he said. "It has been
quite a ride."
For much of this period the
Fed was struggling either to prevent inflation from rising further, or to bring it down.
"I'M- been giving talks about
the economy for over 311 years,
Frankly, it's more fun to give
them when the economy is clearly doing well than when it is not.
One of my most vivid career
memories is speaking to a
Homebuilders' Association in
the late 1970s when inflation
was roaring and interest rates
were well into double digits.
Most of the audience showed
up with little two-by-fours,
which was a bit intimidating. "As
our nation's central bank, the
Federal Reserve has an important role to play in economic
education.
"At the Richmond Fed, we

feel that the more the public
understands about monetary
policy and the Fed's role in stabilizing the economy, the rhore
successful the Fed will be in pro
moting a strong and stable economy."
Broaddus, who has a Ph.D. in
economics, was Hxccutive-inResidence at Longwood in 1994
and was the speaker for
I.ongwood's December commencement in 1997.
Other speakers in this year's
Fxecutive-in-Residence series
will include Peter J. Bernard,
CEO of Bon Secours Richmond
Health System (November 5), C.
Gilmer Minor III, chairman and
CEO of Owens & Minor Inc.
(January 19), and Charles T Hill,
chairman, president and CEO of
SunTrust Bank, Mid-Atlantic
(February 2).
I-ast year's speakers included
S. Truett Cathy, founder and
chairman
of
Chick-fil-A
Restaurants, and Jane Maas, a
retired advertising executive who
developed the highly successful
"I Love New York" campaign.

Spy Serum Sold as Hangover Cure
V-Wkl
Would you pay $4.99 to be privy
to the secrets of Russian spies?
Some students may when they
find out an old spy remedy could
cure the hangovers that ravage
them every Saturday and Sunday
morning.
RU-21, a new supplement its
manufacturers claim works to
control the negative side effects
of alcohol, is now declassified
and on the U.S. market. Spirit
Sciences USA Inc., a Dos
Angeles-based firm, imports the
pills from Russia.
The Russian Academy of
Sciences developed RU-21 in
1978 to help its spies remain
sober as they drank with enemy
marks, said Emil Chiaberi, Spirit
Sciences chief operating officer.
After testing, scientists realized
the spies didn't actually - remain
sober. However, the scientists did
find that the spies didn't have
hangovers the next day, Chiaberi
said. The benefits of the compound were revealed to the public
four years ago when the project

files were declassified, Chiaberi
said.
"This product is not a miracle
cure," Chiaberi said. "It is
designed for light to moderate
drinkers to help balance the benefits and risks of drinking."
Consumers are told to take two
pills either before or during the
consumption of two drinks.
Users will still feel the alcohol's
effects, but the pills will stop
hangovers the next morning,
Chiaberi said.
Some critics say that this product is a bad idea because it will
only encourage people to drink
and it will promote risky behavior. University of Maryland
University Health Center officials
and workers at the Center For
Substance Abuse Research on
Hartwick Road said they have not
heard of the product
It is a common belief that if
people do not have a reminder of
their behavior from the previous
night, they will continue to drink,
Chiaberi said. But he disagrees
with the presumption.
"Hangovers do not deter alco-

hol consumption. People who are
hung over are likely to consume
alcohol
again,"
he
said.
Hangover-induced absenteeism
and poor job performance costs
the U.S. economy more than $100
billion a year, he said, and RU-21
can change those numbers. He
also said the drug could stop
poor driving caused by hangovers, and could also help curb
alcohol cravings.
Spirit Sciences has not done
any advertisements for the product, although hto Rossi, from the
movie "Analyze This," volunteered to appear in an ad endorsing the product.
Despite a lack of advertising,
Internet sales for RU-21 in the
United States are about $70,000 a
month. The product is becoming
popular by word of mouth, he
said, and soon the pills will be
available at General Nutrition
Center locations and possibly
CVS pharmacies, Chiaberi said.
Consumers can buy one packet
with 20 pills for $4.99 plus $6.99
for shipping and handling at
www.ru-21.com.
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Dominion Virginia Power hopes
to have 75 percent of all resident's power turned on by
Thursday. There is no word on
how long it will be for the rest,

American Red Cross sites serving
more than 59,000 meals since the
rain began Thursday morning
To help with recovery, a disaster recovery shelter was opened
in Poquoson, with more than 70
according to The Richmond Times people lined up outside the shelDispatch.
ter before it's 9 a.m. opening last
Some schools on Virginia's Tuesday.
southeastern seaboard are still
While most officials were conwithout power, and have can- cerned with beginning recover}
celled classes for the rest of the of the land, others were interest
week.
ed in recovering goods for themRestaurants along die coast selves, like an ATM machine that
are taking extra measures to was
reported
stolen
in
make sure they meet health stan- Fredericksburg.
dards after days without power,
Some stores on the seaboard
while some are still waiting for were reported to have raised
power.
prices on many items.
According to The Richmond
The state set up a toll-free
Times Dispatch, state agencies number, (877) 245-5513, for
released these figures: more than those who want to make contri626 homes destroyed with butions - goods, services or cash
another 6,000 sustaining major - to help Virginians affected by
damage; 47 shelters housed more Hurricane Isabel.
than 1,000 residents; three main
Donations will go to the
roads partially closed and 238 American Red Cross, the Central
secondary roads closed; more Foodbank of Virginia, Goodwill,
than 19,000 customers without the Salvation Army and the
telephone service; and 87 Church World Service

EXECUTIVE

EXCELLENCE

AL BROADDUS JR. ON

CAiMPUS

PRESIDENT
RICHMOND FEDERAL RESERVE BANK
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

7

30

P.M. IN HINER AUDITORIUM

AT A TIME WHEN ISSUES ofcorpora.egovcrnat.ee.
financial reporting and business ethics arc making headlines daily, it is
important to remember that American industry continues to provide valued kadcrship for our global economy. This month, we arc pleased to feature J Alfred Broaddus as our guesr speaker in tlie 2003-04 Execurive-inResidc.icc series. Dr. Broaddus, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of
Richmond, will speak on The Economy: Wlitrit it Headed and When!1
Public Invited - Seating Limited - Free Admission.
J. Alfred Broaddus Jr., joined the Hank's research staff as an Economift in
1970. He WM named Senior Vice President and Director of Research
in 1985 and was promoted to his present position on January I, 1993.
In addition to his responsibilities at die Richmond Bank, Dr. Broaddus
serves on rhe Federal Open Market Committee of die Federal Reserve
System. Dr. Broaddus, a native of Richmond, is rhe auihor of numerous
articles on banking and monetary policy.
The Executive-in Residence series is a public service of the College
of Business & Economic* and is made possible rhrmigh die generous
corporare support of SunTrust and Philip Morris Companies.
lb learn more, call 434.395.2045 (TRS: 711)
or visit us on rhe web at: www.inngwood.cdu/husincs.s

COLLEGE OF
BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
LONGWOOD ^QP
UNIVERSITY

1
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good number of Knglish professors. Dennis Burgcs, Lecturer in
Knglish, commented that, among
colleges and universities with similar programs, "Longwood has a
better record of drawing bigger
name and better credentialed Writers than larger universities."
Margaret Gibson was born and
raised in the Richmond area and
has had five of her books nominated for the Pulitzer prize.
Among her other awards and nominations. The Vigl, A Poem in Four
I dices was a Finalist for the
National Book Award in 1993;
Memories of the Future, The Daybooks
of Tina Modotti was a co-winner of
the Melville Cane Award of the

Poetry Society of America in
1986-87; and \MI< Walks in the
Afternoon was the 1982 I.amont
Selection of the Academy of
American Poets.
"Earth Elegy," the title poem of
Ntm and Selected Poems, won The
James^Boarwright III Prize for
Poetry. "Archaeology" was awarded a Pushcart Prize in 2001.
Gibson has been a Visiting
Professor at The University <>t
Connecticut since 1993. She has
been awarded a National
Endowment for the Arts Grant, a
Lila Wallace/Reader's Digest
Fellowship, and Grants from the
Connecticut Commission on the
Arts. Her most recent work.
Autumn Grasses was published by
LSU Press in 2003.

You Are What You Drink
A joke?
FEARSOME cont'd p.l
Smith was allowed to finish
out the semester, then had to
leave the campus, resulting in her
attendance here at Longwood.
She and her girlfriend went
out for two years, and have since
broken up. Smith is now dating a
male friend of many years, and is
communicating better with her
parents.
Following this harrowing story
came Natasha Caballero, a sophomore psych major. She was
raised Catholic, but she "failed"
at it Caballero always knew she
liked boys, and believes a lot in
equality for everyone. She is a
member of Unity Alliance and
participates in their functions.
Amy Whipple is a junior
English major. She could tell she
was different in middle school,
because all of her friends liked
Jonathan Taylor Thomas, and
she did not know why.
She dated boys, but lost interest in them quickly. "I played in
the creek, I played with the hamsters," she said. Her dad was

nonreligious, and her mom was
"very Catholic," and very
repressed about sex and sexuality.
Whipple did not have a drive to
find out any information on her
own until chatting one night with
a random man in a chat room online. He talked to her about his
being bi, and it was the first rime
she had ever encountered this
type of sexuality. Interested, she
searched and found out.
When she was 16, she and a
friend from church decided to
experiment
together,
and
Whipple experienced a feeling,
"even though it was pure lust, it
was different," than any other
thing she had felt with a boy.
Now she has a steady relationship, and has a lot of love.
Her view on religion in the
context of love is that, "even
though at church they said it was
wrong, I didn't, and I still don't,
believe that God thinks it's
wrong."
Finally, Walter Gray, a junior
English major, spoke. He told the
audience that he was unable to
come out of the closet to himself

Liz Richard*
i.dior-in-Chief
until he was a junior in high
school. Afterwards, he realized A recent study published in the
that he had been gay since birth, Journal of Nutrition reveals that
and could see in old photos that what American's drink, along
he was definitely a "little flame." with what they eat, can have an
Gray had always dated girls "that effect on the size of their waisteveryone else wanted to date," line.
The frequency of alcohol conand had considered himself
straight But, after he had come sumption, as well as what kind of
out to himself, he dated a man, alcohol, and the amount conand had "the best time I've ever sumed, can have an impact on
abdominal fat.
had with anyone."
Also known as a "beer gut,"
Coming out to his friends was
central
adiposity can be measured
easy, and when he came out to his
parents, they had only small by abdominal height.
One way to test the presence
problems with it, and readily
accepted him. He is comfortable of abdominal fat is to lie down on
with himself, and has not ever the floor, stomach facing up, and
had problems with other people the excess fat that extends above
the torso is an estimation of the
not accepting him.
The audience sat transfixed amount of central adiposity.
during the discussion, and asked
many questions at the end.
People in the audience also got
up and shared experiences that
they had lived through with the
group.
The "Fearsome Foursome" has
been held at this campus many
times, and will be held again in
the Spring.

The Longwood Muslim Students Association (MSA):
is seeking persons of peace to re-start the association.
Please contact the Office of Multicultural Affairs,
if you are interested. 395-2395

The type of alcohol consumed
also plays a role in the accumulation of abdominal fat
Wine drinkers are reported to
have the smallest "gut," while
liquor drinkers tended to have the
largest.
The term "beer gut" would be
an oxymoron according to this
study's findings, which claim that
beer doesn't account for abdominal fat.
Those who binge drink, infrequently but heavily, have more
central adiposity than those who
drink smaller amounts frequendy,
even if the amount over a set period of time is the same.
These findings also support the
idea that central adiposity contributes to heart disease, and is
therefore the unhealthiest area to
accumulate fat.

Roommate Wanted

905 High Street. $280/month
+ utilities. Call Dawn 5475510. Move in ASAP.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call
for
group
discounts.
Information/Reservations
1 -800-6484849 or www.ststravel.com.
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Men's Tennis
@Liberty Invitational
Tournament
TBD

Cross Country
@Maymont Festival in
Richmond
TBD

LP Movie
Remember the Titans
Moton Museum
9 p.m.

v^
27
HAPPy NEW YEAR
5764 _A.

Vo«
28
Field Hockey
@Lehigh (Pa.)
lp.m.

Rosh H&*h&nsh

Gyre Meeting

FROM THE JEWISH

Charlotte Room
6 p.m.

STUDENT ORGANIZATION
WMLU Meeting

Citizen Leader Day
Men's Tennis
@ Liberty Invitational
Tournament
TBD

September 26- October 2, 2003

* 29
Just for Juniors
and Sophomores
Career Center
7- 8 p.m.

Rotunda Meeting
Student Union (across from
the Post Office)
7:30 p.m.

Hiner 207
9 p.m.

Happy 21 §t
I ii Unlay

Liz!!!!

Vf

30

Field Hockey

Baptist Student Union

©Philadelphia (Pa.)
Noon

Behind Stubbs
5:15 p.m.

SGA Meeting

Men's Soccer

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

@Radford
7 p.m.

Women's Soccer

Finding a Summer
Internship

vs. Christopher Newport
7 p.m.

Career Center
4- 5 p.m.

Singer
Chinua Hawk
Lankford Ballroom
8 p.m.

Unity Alliance
Martial Arts Club
Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30- 9:30 p.m.

Greek Recruitment
Begins Again

Grainger G16
8 p.m.

InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship
Hull Auditorium
8:30 p.m.

Women's Soccer
@Tusculum (Tenn.)
4 p.m.

Christinia Draper
Ms. Wheelchair Virginia
Lankford Ballroom
8 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment
for the spring semester?
For just $250/month you can sublet a single
room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk,
chair, and dresser. Free ethernet hookup
through Longwood. All utilities except phone
and cable included in rent.
Call 392-2252 for more information.

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal
If you love to sing and
praise GOD then this
is the place for you.
Every Thursday
Wygal 106 7 p.m.

A
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Washington DC Puts tke French Back in French Fries
UW1RE
In an effort to smooth over past
grudges,
lawmakers
in
Washington, D.C., have decided it
is time to put the "French" back
in French fry and French toast
and have ordered restaurants to
follow suit.
When France declined involvement in the United States' war in
Iraq last spring, an angry U.S.
House
of
Representatives
ordered House cafeteria menus
to read "Freedom fries" and
"Freedom toast" instead of
"French fries" and "French
toast."
Now, as the situation in Iraq
continues to unfold, the United

States government needs help
rebuilding the country's war-torn
infrastructure and is trying to
repair ties with France as soon as
possible.
"President Bush is now urging
that all parties put aside past bickering," Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee,
D-Texas, said in a press release
last week.
"Delays in rebuilding international goodwill are costing
American lives in Iraq and billions
of dollars to the American [people]. A symbolic start to that
effort would be reinstating foods
in the House cafeterias and dining
halls and their traditional
'American' names [such as]
French toast and French fries."

Originally, the Bush administration intended the switch from
"French" to "Freedom" to show
America's disapproval of France's
position on the war in Iraq, but
the actions ultimately had little
effect on the political views of
either the United States or France,
according to University of
Wisconsin French history professor Laird Boswell.
Boswell said the change from
"French" to "Freedom" was covered in the-French press, but the
French people saw it as "petty and
ridiculous."
"The French don't even call
them 'French fries.' They think
[the food] originated in Belgium,"
Boswell said. University of

A little help i rom our Friend!
I riencis
UWin
1994 was a big year for pop-culture junkies. It was the year we
met "Forrest Gump" and said
goodbye to Kurt Cobain.
Quentin Tarantino defied the
rules of film and became a household name with "Pulp Fiction"
(not to mention reviving John
Travolta's career).
O.J. Simpson became the star
of his own courtroom drama.
And Sept. 22, 1994, NBC premiered their newest Must See TV
sitcom, "Friends."
Nine seasons ago, the world
was introduced to Ross, Rachel,
Monica, Chandler, Phoebe and
Joey.
In the first episode of what
would become TVs highest-rated
sitcom, we learned that Ross had
married a lesbian, Chandler had a
job no one really understood,
Phoebe was a free spirit, Monica
had bad luck with men, Joey was
a struggling actor and a very successful skirt-chaser, and Rachel
had no job, no money, no qualifications, but really great hair.
Over the last nine years, we've
learned more about these six people than we know about many of
our family members.
And although these New
Yorkers are not real people (as my
concerned loved ones are constandy reminding me), they have
certainly had a real impact on our

r

lives. As we've watched the lives
Last but not least, from the
of these characters unfold with vault of Rachel Green wisdom,
our own, we've picked up a few we know that a good haircut and
life lessons to carry beyond the a trendy wardrobe are the first
final curtain call.
steps to solving all of life's dilemFrom the eccentric Phoebe mas.
we've learned that it's okay to be
While the pearls of wisdom
what some people would call bestowed on us by our fictional
"strange." She showed us that friends are certainly valuable, we
looking at the world a little side- must learn to separate the world
ways only makes things more of television from the world of
interestreality (at
ing.
least that's
Joey
what
my
taught us
therapist
that even
keeps telling
macho
me).
womanizThere are
ers have a
some televisoft side
sion lessons
rr ,
rr
and that
that must be
sensitivity
,
left in the
doesn't
~~
black box
make you
from which
any less masculine. (I hope you they came. These are just a few of
guys are paying attention to this.) the "Friends" gems that I recomAnd Monica proved that being mend leaving behind.
neurotic, anal-retentive and the
First of all, it is not likely that
teensiest bit obsessive-compul- you'll be able to afford a spacious
sive doesn't mean that no one will apartment in the heart of New
ever love you. So girls, it's okay to York City if you don't have a job
embrace your inner head case.
that you actually go to on a regu:
From Ross and Chandler we lar basis.
learned that being a little dorky
Jobs that subsidize this sort of
isn't so bad. In the long run, just urban lifestyle do not include outbeing a nice guy could win you of-work actor or coffeehouse
the girl of your dreams.
waitress.
And if you pay attention in
And if you do decide to move
school, you could get a job that to the Big Apple, or any city with
lets you play with dinosaurs all more than 300 residents, it's probday. Pretty cool, huh?
ably not a good idea to leave your

We've learned tkat it's
okaij to be wkat some
people would call
strange

Wisconsin senior Megan Dills
studied in Paris during the switch
and agreed that the change held
little significance in France.
"It's not like the French people
care." Dills said. "French fries
aren't even French, and they don't
eat French toast. I remember talking to a bartender one night and
he was just really confused about
the whole thing."
Dills said that when she read
about the change in the papers,
she was more concerned with
what the United States and
France were doing politically than
what the Americans were calling
fries.
For some people, the switch
from "French" to "Freedom"
never even came to their attention.
The menu at the McDonald's
restaurant on North Lake Street

in Madison still reads "French
fries," and according to assistant
manager Dana Neimi, the menu
was never changed.
Neimi said no customer ever
requested Freedom fries.
"I actually never heard anything
about it," Neimi said. Though the
government did order a change
for the phrases "French fries" and
"French toast," they never passed
legislation concerning, for example, French bread, French kissing
or French braids.
Some critics of the switch
argued that instead of boycotting
the actual word "French," it would
have made more sense to boycott
French imports. University of
Wisconsin senior Rachel Abbott
said the legislation was ineffectual.
"I only know of family friends
who stopped buying French
wine," she said.

Ambassador Spotlight
By Emily Miller

Applicants Wanted!!!
Do you want to conduct tours to prospective students? Do you want to
work with Longwood Alumni? Do you want to be a role model to other
students? If this sounds like something you would like to do, become an
Ambassador!! Applications are out for those who cfVe interested in joining
our organization. You will need a 2.5 GPA, be in at least your second
semester, along with having commitment, dedication, responsibility, and
pride in Longwood University. Ambassadors must be knowledgeable and
be able to present the school with respect and enthusiasm. If this sounds
like you, email Membership chairman Christeech at
cmleech@lonqwood.edu

apartment door unlocked at all
times.
To prevent future frustration
and disappointment, you should
not expect the best seat in your
favorite coffee house to always be
available. Chances are somebody
else is going to want the couch
seat.
And for all of you who have
been wearing layers in your hair
since the mid-'90s, having
Jennifer Aniston's coif does not
mean that Brad Pitt is going to
marry you. It's time to give up
that dream. Sorry,
Perhaps most importantly, it is
not realistic to expect that your
closest friends will always live just
a few feet from your door.

Only in TV land do people
never move more than five minutes away. So appreciate them
while they're close.
Television can't teach you
everything. That's why our parents
make us go to school.
But every once in awhile,
between the commercial breaks
and the cheap laughs, you can pick
up a tip or two on how to make it
in the real world.
So a year from now, when the
show that America fell in love
with fades into television history,
just remember what your
"Friends" taught you: All you really need in life is a handful of people who love you and a good cup
of coffee.
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HOROSCOPES

by Sam Wise-Ridges
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fo&gue ID Cheek

by Ellie Woodruff

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct 22)
Fuchsia is not your color, so don t wear it_.ever
Scorpio (Oct 23.-Nov. 21)
Try not to step on other people s toes, it hurts!
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)
Don t worry, it happens to everyone.
Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)
Love can t conquer the voices in your head.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Isabel is gone, so stop calling her!
Pisces (FeU9-Mar. 20)
Why aren t you cool? Take a look at that haircut,
I mean come on«.

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)
Don't care about the California Recall? jWell you should! If Arnold loses, hell go back to making movies.

Taurus (April 20-Mau 20)
Despite what your mother told you, men in spandex are not cute, in fact YOU in spandex is not cute either.
Gemini (May 21 -June 20)
d uhixvdo wl welqn zlwklq wkh grghfdjrq, pxf k
ohw wkh era (You wish you knew)
Cancer (June 21-Julu 22)
Looking for love? Don t look in Farmville, unless
your idea of a hot date is driving around town,
with your date s kids in the back seat, eventually
ending up at Wal-Mart.
Leo (Julu 23-Aug. 22)
Dogs are man s best friend, who couldn t love an
animal that is shameless enough to lick his butt
and then your face.
Virgo(Aug.23-Sep.22)
If your name has more letters than the alphabet,
change it, otherwise be prepared to suffer from a
heinous nickname.

mm*

by Zach Wilhide and Ellie Woodruff
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Book Review: The Devil Wears Prada
Shannon Harrison
Public Relations Manager
For all of us soon to be
Longwood graduates, Lauren
Weisberger brings insight into a
world of overpowering employers and long awaited dreams.
Starting as a lost, small town
girl with aspirations to work as a
writer for The New Yorker, Andrea
Sachs lands the job "a million
girls would die for" and finds herself on the fast track straight to
the top.
She accepts the position of
new personal assistant to Miranda
Priestly, the prestigious editor in
chief of Runway magazine.
Before long she begins to realize she has sold her soul to the
devil who incidentally wears
nothing but the finest of designers: Armani, Versace, Gucci, and
Prada.
She finds herself in a world of
endless demands and round-theclock-beck-and-call to Miranda.
From collecting the dry cleaning to dog sitting she takes a
glimpse into the world of the rich

and famous and has mixed feelings about what she sees.
The person Andrea was is not
accepted into the world she has
now been sucked into. She finds
herself being seen as the company's charity project, transforming
her into the chic look of ALL
Runway employees.
Despite her low salary she
focuses on the end result of her
self-degradation. If Andrea can
make it through her grueling,
12-month contract with a
recommendation from The
Miranda Priesdy, her career
possibilities are endless.
Her struggles do not stop
at her stressful assistant job
but stem into her best friend
and roommate's struggle
with alcoholism and phobia
of men.
Andrea also batdes with
time restraints that make seeing her boyfriend an impossible task, if sleep is ever
going to be factored into her
daily tasks.
This novel opens our eyes
to the importance of choos-

ing a career that you can be proud
of. Although we may end up
starting from the bottom and

X^
-_-_ _.
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working our way up, we may do so CD Review: Kelly Clarkson s Tnankiul
with dignity intact.
Andrea fights a batdc that ends
up beating her. It was worth waiting till the very end to see how
Andrea deals with the Queen of
the Fashion world, the devil in
prada! It's the season's MUST
READ!
.

Kelly Fischer
Guest Writer
After the conclusion of the first
American Idol, winner Kelly
Clarkson was the talk of the town
and so was her soon to be released
debut album.
After the late August release of
Thankful, the direction of the
album was somewhat simple and
straightforward.
The twelve tracks are a general
fusion of musical genres. Songs
like "The Trouble with Love",
"Some Kind of Miracle" and
"Anytime" are reminiscent of
songs from Mariah Carey's early
days.
Clarkson went with a rock edge
on the song "Low" She also had
assistance from other power
singers such as Christina Aguilera.
Aguilcra assisted in writing "Miss
Independent" which was a hit single.

Fellow American Idol singer,
Tamyra Gray, lent a hand in singing
"You Thought Wrong" which turns
out to be a somewhat mellow song
with a monotonous beat that is not
as impressive as some might think.
The tide track "Thankful" has a
smooth jazz/blues style and the
song "What's Up Lonely" is another that has an even beat and highlights some good harmonies.
To end the album, Clarkson has
her hit single "A Moment like
This" and the follow up single
"Before Your Love" that are differendy mixed.
The album is safe in the way of
musical style meaning there is not
too much originality.
Clarkson did not try to stand out
too much with her first album. The
album is lacking slighty in showcasing Clarkson's obvious talent. Yet it
still is entertaining and a leads one
to hope for a more daring followup album.

1

•Inspired to tell you the Truth
Discriminated against because of my historical roots
I sometimes wonder what if I was 2 shades lighter would life for me be
brighter?
Segregated schools, the county broke the rules, Barbara Johns walked to the
courthouse with her whole crew

1
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Demanding equal rights her passion keeps me reflecting all night
But have things really changed?
Since when has the color of your skin been a sin?
LOST GENERATION
NO EDUCATION
For those who opposed strict laws were imposed
Robert Russa Moton Museum tells stories of broken dreams, separate but
unequal don't let history be a sequel
So I plead...LEARN, LOVE, and LEAD

Become a Part of History on September 27,2003
Citizen Leader Day
Citizen Leader Day is an opportunity for you or your organization to understand how events in
Prince Edward County contributed to the modem Civil Rights Movement. This year the
Longwood community is invited to experience how far we have come since the Moton School
walkout and explore ways to continue in the direction of understanding, respect, and appreciation
of difference. So, if you want to expand your definitions of leadership and diversity with leaders
and friends register to be a part of
Citizen Leader Day 2003!
Register as an individual or an organization at:
216 Lank ford Student Union, Office of Leadership and New Student Programs
www.lontrwood.edu/leadership/programs/html
Ask a member of S.E.A.L. (Student Educators for Active Leadership)

u
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You'll make it through college because you've got dedication
and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also
have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill.Tuition
Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll
still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that
will help you get your college degree. In
VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!
^fc^

1 -800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com
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Field Hockey Takes Two Losses; Townson Game Cancelled Due to Hurricane Isabel
Sports Information

The Longwood University field
hockey team went 0-2 this weekend after losing to Division I
opponents Rider and Monmouth.
The match at Townson on
Friday was postponed due to the
.ftermath of Hurricane Isabel
and will be schedule for a date.to
he determined later.
At Rider, the lancers held their
m ii in the first half with strong
<. tensive efforts coming from
>enior Krin Sixsmith (Alexandria,
Va./W'est Potomac) and sophomores Marina Sizow (Stafford,
Va./North
Stafford)
and
Shannon Ratte (Virginia Beach,
Va./Kempsville).
However, Rider picked up the
pace in the second period and
scored three goals for the victory.
Junior Ail-American Lorrie
Watts (Fredericksburg, Va./
Stafford), who was back on the
field after sitting out seven games
due to an injury,.and sophomore
Julie Price (Stafford, Va./North

Stafford) got of one shot each
for the Lancers.
Junior keeper Julie Patterson
(Esmont, Va./Monricello) managed to rack -up 23 saves for
Longwood, while Rider's Krysta
Bearish had two.
Against
Monmouth,
the
Hawks jumped out to a lead midway through the first half as
Susan Ganghamer tallied a goal
on an assist from Jess Miller with
1"": 1K remaining in the period.
Longwood answered four
minutes later when Watts
deflected a pass from Ratte into
the back of the cage to even the
score at 1-1 with less than 14
minutes remaining in the half.
Both teams batded during the
remaining minutes for the victory, but the Hawk's Kristen
Hulmes scored off of a pass
from Katie Niemczyk to give
Monmouth a 2-1 advantage.
Patterson recorded 14 saves
for
the
Lancers
while
Monmouth's Carrie Colbert was
credited with four.

Watts, along with sophomore
Sarah Hitchings (Virginia Beach,
Va./Kempsville) led Longwood
with two shots, followed by
Sizow, Sixsmith and freshman
Katy Ixrnihan (Fredericksburg,
Va./Chancellor) with one each.
Up next, the Lancers (2-6)

travel to Pennsylvania on
September 27 to take on
Philadelphia University at 12
p.m., then face Lehigh on Sept.
28 at 1 p.m.
The Lancers' offense through
nine games has been led by Alexis
Ramey, who has tallied five goals

and one assist this season. Andrea
Wilkinson
(Chantilly,
Va./Chantilly) and Julie Price follow with two goals each, while
Erin Sixsmith leads Longwood
with two assists. In net for the
Lancers, Julie Patterson has a
recorded 91 saves.

Women's Soccer Now 3-2-1; 2-0 Last Week
Sports Information

Longwood University went 2-0
during the past week with road
victories past Roanoke 1-0
September 21 and Barton
(N.C.) 2-0 on September 17.
A scheduled home match
with NCAA Division I Virginia
Military Institute was postponed due to Isabel and
rescheduled for October 26 at 5
p.m. on Lancer Field.
The Lancers are now 3-2-1
this season, and will play again
September 27 at home against
Christopher Newport at 7 p.m.
on Lancer Field.
At Division III Roanoke,
sophomore
Tiffany
Rice/Virginia Beach (Kellam)
scored the game's only goal in
the first half as the Lancers won
their second-straight contest.
Rice tallied her first goal of
the season unassisted in the
opening half at 13:20 as
Longwood took an 11-7 advantage in shots against the
Maroons, and a 7-1 edge in corner-kick opportunities.
Junior
keeper
Lindsay

Naill/Alexandria
(Bishop
Ireton) played all 90 minutes in
front of the net to preserve her
third consecutive shutout.
At Division II Barton,
I,ongwood scored both of its
goals in the second half as
freshman
Tiffany
Crane/Virginia Beach (Kellam)
scored her first collegiate goal
at the 52:00 mark — the assist
from
sophomore
April
Lockley/California,
Md.
(l^eonardtown).
Senior Phoebe Munson/
Virginia Beach (Tallwood)
added an insurance goal at
75:48, assisted by freshman
Anna Gravely/Virginia Beach
(Cox).
It was the 40th career goal
for Munson who ranks second
in goals scored for the Lancers
(Erin Hirschi, 44).
Longwood took an 18-7
advantage in shots against the
Bulldogs, and a 5-0 edge in corner-kick opportunities.
Naill played all 90 minutes in
front of the net and made six
saves for her second-straight
shutout.

Through
six
matches,
Longwood is led in scoring by
Crane with one goal and two
assists for four points (0.67).
Crane is followed by Lockley
(1 goal, 1 assist), Gravely (1
goal, 1 assist), and freshman
Kelsie Bradberry/Richmond
(Monacan) (1 goal, 1 assist)
with three points (0.50) each,
along with Munson (1 goal) and
Rice (1 goal) with two points
(0.33) each.
Naill has played 335 minutes
in front of the net, allowing just
one goal (0.27) with 14 saves
for a .933 save average with the
three shutouts.
Naill,
with
21
career
shutouts, ranks second all-time
for the Lancers (Amy Kennedy,
25). Freshman keeper Heather
Storrie/Spring Grove, Pa.
(Spring Grove) has played 225
minutes in front of the net,
allowing six goals (2.40) with 12
saves for a .667 save average.
Following the CNU match,
Longwood will play on the road
again on September 30 at
Division II Tusculum (Term.).

ROOMMATE WANTED!
Longwood Village apartments
ONLY $365/month!
Move-In as soon as OCTOBER 1", 2003!
Includes:
*
*
*
*
"k

Water
Electricity
Heat/Air Conditioning
High-speed internet connection
Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,
swimming pool and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!!
Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9:30 pm at 3913819. Contact via email at alorcnhatchcrfgh-ahoo.com

• •
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Plagarism Replaces Hard Work
with which information can be
found, cut and pasted into a stuRight now, a student somewhere is dent's essay.
thinking about that unfinished
Clarinda Flannery, an adjunct
five-page essay — due in two hours. English instructor at WCC,
No problem! Just zip off to the requires her English 111 writing
computer lab, enter some key students to provide a thorough
words into a search engine, cut, background check of all Internet
paste -- and plug the gaps in that sources used in their assignessay with someone else's writing, ments.
someone else's ideas. In other
"If they quote a source, they
words - plagiarize.
need a copy of the source page
Plagiarism -- which means, basi- with the quoted material highcally, stealing someone else's intel- lighted, and ME A style informalectual property, and claiming it as tion written at the top," said
wnir own -- is an uglv word that ■ Flannery, "the same as it appears
seems to have lost some of its on their Works Cited page."
impact on a generation weaned on
But teaching proper research
instant information. Songwriters, techniques is onlv part of soluartists, and authors make a living tion. According to Rannery, plafrom producing original material, giarism mostly occurs because
which is their intellectual property. students are afraid they can't do
Like music file sharing Web the work.
sites, online sources for research
"Depending on their experimaterial are available for the taking ence, many students don't have a
to anyone with Internet access. clue about how to do research for
These sources are also vulnerable a college paper," she said. "A big
to the same types of misuse.
problem is that many students, by
Plagiarism.org is a Web site ded- the time they get to high school,
icated to teaching people about view writing as some kind of
the growing problem of plagiariz- punishment."
ing information from the Internet,
"I had one student who avoidand how to combat it.
ed the library because his high
They report that plagiarism school used it for detention," said
"has become a booming industry,"
Flannery.
due to the many online "cheat
I Jke many college instructors,
sites" where students can find Flannery believes that writing
research papers on a multitude of phobia starts with poor academic
topics. Some sites will even cus- instruction at the high school
tomize your paper for an extra fee. level. And, by the time they enter
However, not all incidents of pla- college, students are overgiarism are so obvious.
whelmed by the amount of
An article from the National attributed research required to
Council of Teachers of English complete essays and papers.
Web site quotes Gary Layne
"Students are trained early on
Hatch, an English professor at to simply spit back information. I
Brigham Young University as say- try to change this by making
• ing that defining plagiarism itself them start with a question about
is a murky issue. Hatch says that something they are interested in,"
many students are not properly she said. "This is foreign to most
trained in academic research meth- students who are used to regurgiods, which can lead, inadvertently tating information."
or not, to plagiarism. To him, it is
So far, this method has been
more a matter of "misrepresent- successful in her classes. By having" sources of information as ing students choose a research
opposed to stealing them.
question personal to their own
The free and open nature of the lives; she can circumvent some of
Internet and electronic databases the motivations for plagiarism.
has led to new concerns about pla"Students do amazing things
giarism in schools. Instructors and when you give them the space to
administrators at Washtenaw do it," said Flannery. "The quesCommunity College, and at col- tion is everything."
leges and universities across the
Charles Avinger, a full-time
country, are alarmed at the ease English instructor, clearly spells
U-WIRE

out his policy on plagiarism in the for Academic Integrity found that
syllabi for all his classes:
"almost 80 percent of college stu"Any evidence of cheating or dents admit to cheating at least
intentional plagiarism will result in once," and a survey by The
an F for the course. The incident Psychological Record reports that
will be documented and a copy will "36 percent of undergraduates
be forwarded to the Dean of have admitted to plagiarizing writHumanities and Social Sciences, ten material."
and the Vice President of Student
Reactions from WCC students
Services for further review and are widely varied on the subject of
possible institutional sanctions." plagiarism. Due to the incriminatThis stern warning serves to ing nature of their responses,
emphasize the serious nature of some have chosen to remain
plagiarism, giving students fair anonymous. "A couple of times,
warning about.the consequences I've been sick or something at the
of cheating.
end of a semester and I had to get
However, Avinger says that in a paper in or fail a class. I promhis experience most people are ised I'd make up for it later, but I (
conscientious, and usually "plagia- still felt bad about it." ■
rism" is an honest mistake. "It is
"I've plagiarized a couple of
important to forestall (plagiarism) times. Obviously, if you just copy
before it happens. I ask for copies and paste right off the first hit you
of all sources," he said. "I also get on Google, you'll get caught.
look at all the drafts so I can see But obviously it's cheating and I
the writing process."
haven't done it a whole lot."
A recent studv bv The Center
"I haven't plagiarized. I think

it's wrong. But one time I helped
my friend by giving her a paper I
wrote for the same class last
semester. I felt bad about it, but
she had reasons why she couldn't
write the paper and the instructor
was totally unhelpful. If she could
have gotten an extension or something, she wouldn't have had to do
it."
Monamie Bhadra, a WCC student employee said, "People just
don't understand the reasons for
properly crediting their sources.
Plagiarism undermines the academic and professional discourse.
Otherwise, you end up going in
circles and never reallv reach the
truth."
Elaine Razzano, a mentor from
the NCTE Web sites offers profound insight on the subject of
plagiarism. "Perhaps students need
to take some courses in ethics
instead of in how to write a
research paper.."

Mu Two Cents: Single and Looking at Longwood
Willard Vaughn
Opinion ]editor

Hurricane Isabel has come and
gone this week. So did my hopes
for a five-day weekend.
As I was heading back to
Farmville on Friday after spending the storm in the back of an
ambulance in Chesterfield, I was
looking forward to a relaxing couple of days with my friend
Alcohol.
I was pissed to find that not
only did all of Farmville have
lights, but Longwood did as well.
Classes went on as normal, and I
never did get to hang out with my
friend. Oh well, such is life.
Anyway, on to the question:
Dear WillardI've been single for about two years
now. It's not from lack of trying. I meet
people. I go out. I do my thing. But I
still just can't get anybody. In fact, I'm
not even able to hook up with anybody.
What's wrong with me?
Signed,
Sexually Frustrated

Well, to answer this question
I'm going to not only rely on what
I know, but also I'm going to consult the great Dr. Phil for this one

i\\ ww.drphil.com/advice).
I personally think that Dr. Phil
has some insight into relation
ships and so forth, but I don't
think that his advice is anv more
profound than any other clinical
psychologist could offer.
The difference is that Dr. Phil
knows how to market himself, and
he has the funding to do it.
Anyway, the first thing that I
have to offer you is to find out
who you are. I tell people all the
time that there is no way that you
can make someone else happy
until you are happy with who you
are.
If you look at yourself, and you
decide that you cannot be happy
with yourself, then that my friend
is what you .need to be worried
about rather than chasing tail.
In fact, knowing yourself and
being comfortable and confident
with that is half the battle in the
dating game.
After you've done this, then
you'll be able to determine exactly
whom it is that you want to date.
Once you've figured this out,
according to Dr. Phil, "...put
yourself in a target rich environment..."
This means that if you want
someone who is a brain, start

hanging out in the library. If yon
want a party animal, start going to
parties.
Additionally, make sure that
you're not setting yourself up for
failure. People do this in two ways,
First, they act too desperate.
Desperation works if you're a girl
trying to pick up a guy to engage in
the horizontal mambo with on a
Saturday night, but not for forming a lasting relationship.
Unfortunately, guys, this doesn't
work the opposite way; girls don't
really fall for desperate guys unless
they themselves are desperate.
Secondly, again pulling from Dr.
Phil, people set themselves up for
failure by expecting the worst. If
you say to yourself that you've only
been able to attract one type of
person, then you're going to only
expect and be looking for that type
of person.
So go out there and be yourself
and you'll find the person that is
right for you. If any of you have
questions about life, love, relationships, or the horizontal mambo,
feel free to send them to rotunda@longwood.edu with
Dr.
Willard in the subject. As always,
be kind to each other's hearts; the
next one that breaks might be
yours.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
at Longwood University
Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C"
room of Lankford.
Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with
music, given to humor, and deals with everything
from relationships to the nature of truth.

Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialpha.com

